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PlaceBox Updated: Finds, Reviews, and Shares Location Info
Published on 06/27/12
Recently launched by software developer LinkDotz Inc., PlaceBox 1.2 helps users find
locations and services using a unique category based search rather than relying upon
typing in place names. The intuitively designed categories, arranged conveniently across
only two screens, make finding the right nightlife spot, breakfast nook, or coffee shop a
breeze. One of the most impressive features of the new update is the improved search
function.
Seoul, Korea - Recently launched by software developer LinkDotz Inc., PlaceBox aims to
reshape your world - almost literally - by combining the most popular features of a number
of location finding and sharing apps already available. But PlaceBox's claim to fame will
not be simply consolidating popular features. The up-and-coming app also pioneers a number
of invaluable user options, many included in this new update.
PlaceBox is new to the United States App Store, and based upon its reception around the
globe, PlaceBox is expected to earn plenty of new fans. The application helps users find
locations and services using a unique category based search rather than relying upon
typing in place names. The intuitively designed categories, arranged conveniently across
only two screens, make finding the right nightlife spot, breakfast nook, or coffee shop a
breeze. Of course, searching by place name is also available. In addition to finding
locations, users can also access other users' notes and reviews of popular places,
check-in to locations, and note the number of check-ins which have occurred at each
location.
Users can sort their results in the way that best suits their particular needs, based upon
overall rating or popularity. With this exciting new update, users will also have the
ability to sort their results by distance, either from their current location or another
location of their choosing.
One of the most impressive features of the new update is the improved search function.
PlaceBox now features an extensively redesigned keyword-based search engine which gives
users the best relevant results for their area. Users can sort results by relevance as
well, in addition using distance, popularity, and rating. To easily find favorites later,
users can add notes or store a list of points of interest.
Finally, PlaceBox is useful for more than simply finding and visiting new places - it can
also serve as a travel journal. Users can share their locations, photos, and notes via
social network integration in-app with Facebook and Twitter. With the ability to take
photos, create albums, and make short notes or more extensive journal entries attached to
places users have visited, PlaceBox truly serves as an all-in-one app for researching
locations, getting directions, and sharing experiences! Currently, PlaceBox offers
language support in English, Japanese and Korean, and is soon to add Spanish, German,
Arabic, Chinese, Russian, Italian, Portuguese, Dutch, French, and Hindi.
Features:
* Intuitive category-based location search makes it simple to find what you're seeking
just by tapping icons~ no typing necessary
* Full-search makes it easy to find specific locations you have in mind
* Sort your results the way that best suits your needs: by rating, popularity, or distance
* Scout out potential locations with loads of helpful info, including reviews, hours of
operation, and menus
* Planning a vacation? PlaceBox makes planning ahead easy, anywhere in the world
*Save your points of interest to review later, revisit your check-in history and relive
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your memories by viewing your photos and notes
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* 3.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
PlaceBox 1.2 is $.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Travel category.
PlaceBox 1.2:
http://placebox.net
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app//id473651275

Screenshot 1:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/062/Purple/v4/3d/ea/27/3dea2792-e25c-eaa2-74c4-ec5546c0e3ef/mza

Screenshot 2:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/097/Purple/v4/ed/8d/a9/ed8da977-722e-2b62-d80f-f5ac8aa2cb63/mza_

App Icon:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/076/Purple/v4/38/99/72/38997215-a993-a969-d99f-8f9e76913f74/mzm

Based in Seoul, Korea, LinkDotz Inc. is a software developer that creates mobile and web
applications as well as client-server. The members have wide experience in the development
on GIS, AR, Image processing and so forth. Like the company name, they have been
endeavoring to connect everything in the world in useful and interesting ways. Copyright
(C) 2012 LinkDotz Inc. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad
are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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